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1. Which of the following is not an interviewing technique?

     	      Setting objective

     	      planning

     	      Allow plenty time

     	--->> Allow them to ask questions

2. Recruitment is precedent by certain conditions except

     	      vacancy confirmation

     	      Manpower Plans

     	      Interview

     	--->> Appropriate job analysis

3. Filling and filling means

     	--->> Human resource management

     	      staff recruitment

     	      staff

     	      Promotion

4. Types of training

     	--->> on the job

     	      in-between the job

     	      executive training

     	      simulated training

5. Which of the following is the source of recruitment?

     	      Advertisement
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     	--->> internal source

     	      placement

     	      promotion

6. which of the following is not a function of minister of health

     	      policy making

     	      setting priorities

     	--->> Re-training

     	      Alocation of resources

7. Which of the following is interview by technique

     	      Board interview

     	      group interview

     	      interview by number of participants

     	--->> patterned interview

8. Which is not a cost of holding stock

     	      Handling cost

     	--->> Processing cost

     	      insurance

     	      security

9. Types of inventories

     	      Raw material

     	      work-in progress

     	      finished goods

     	--->> processed goods

10. Which of the following is associated with veritcal communication communication?

     	--->> downward
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     	      Romour

     	      Grapine

     	      paralanguage
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